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Abstract—While Western societies are becoming increasingly connected, many developing regions lack basic Internet connectivity, primarily due to the high costs associated with infrastructure deployment and maintenance. Potential exists for the TV white-space (TVWS) wireless technology to bridge this digital divide, though efficient channel access mechanisms suited to multi-hop networks that operate in sub-gigahertz bands are yet to be developed. Using a small test bed, we demonstrate a prototype implementation of a medium access protocol that learns appropriate transmission opportunities in such settings, achieving pseudo-scheduled behaviour *ex tempore* and providing substantial gains over the de facto IEEE 802.11af protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

Regulators worldwide recently mandated license exempt access to ultra-high frequencies (UHF), as part of a broader effort to enable global access to the Internet for all (GAIA) through wireless technologies, and curb illiteracy in underdeveloped countries. This spectrum is particularly attractive for affordable data communications, as signals propagate through obstacles more easily and coverage increases substantially in the 500–800MHz frequency range [1]. In areas where wired communications infrastructure is sporadic, building multi-hop White-Fi networks to provide end users with digital connectivity only seems natural. On the other hand, due to long communications ranges specific to these bands, the de facto IEEE 802.11af protocol [2] suffers severe throughput degradation as stations independently employ carrier-sensing to schedule their transmissions [3].

To overcome this problem, we have implemented a decentralised medium access protocol that does not rely on carrier sensing, but instead uses a simple yet effective learning technique to identify transmit opportunities that do not collide with those of neighbouring stations. We note that learning medium access control (MAC) protocols have been explored in the past for deterministic access to single-hop networks (see e.g. [4], [5]). However, these approaches do not work in multi-hop settings, since all stations must overhear each other, the wireless channel is slotted, and slots need to be aligned. In contrast, our solution works on commodity hardware without requiring information about the neighbourhood size, whether the channel is idle/busy, or precise synchronisation among stations. Our technique converges quickly to pseudo-scheduled operation and attains substantial throughput and fairness improvements in multi-hop settings.

We demonstrate the performance of our prototype through a simple yet pathological set-up. Precisely, we use four wireless stations to simultaneously create both hidden and exposed terminal circumstances, while establishing traffic flows between pairs. For experimentation we rely on Linux-based embedded PCs with off-the-shelf Broadcom wireless cards that, although operating in the 2.4GHz band (due to limited availability of commercial UHF devices), can replicate the behaviour at lower frequencies. When all stations transmit backlogged UDP traffic, we show that our learning-driven MAC attains up 50% more throughput than the standard 802.11af, improves fairness, and eliminates frame loss almost entirely.

In what follows we first give a brief overview of IEEE 802.11af operation, then describe our prototype implementation, outline the proposed demonstration, and end with concluding remarks.

II. IEEE 802.11AF OVERVIEW

The 802.11af amendment [2] addresses the unlicensed access of popular Wi-Fi devices to unused TV bands (e.g. 470–790MHz in Europe), commonly referred to as white-spaces. This technology is also known as White-Fi and operates on 6/7/8 MHz wide channels, which ensures backward compatibility with existing TV broadcasters. For high data rates, up to four contiguous and non-contiguous channels can be aggregated. To avoid interfering with incumbents, white-space devices (WSD) access a geolocation database to identify vacant channels at a specific location and time.

The WSDs’ access to the channel is regulated by a distributed coordination function (DCF) which implements a Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol. Through this, as in standard 802.11, stations observe a slotted channel and listen to the medium before attempting to transmit. Specifically, if the medium is idle for a DIFS time (DCF inter-frame space), a contender starts a back-off procedure whereby it selects a random counter, uniformly distributed in the zero – contention window range, decrements this every slot and transmits when the
counter reaches zero. A successful transmission is acknowledged by the intended receiver, whereas upon collision the contention window is doubled and the procedure is repeated.

In multi-hop settings where some stations are not within carrier sensing range of each other and their slots are no longer aligned, this mechanism suffers severe throughput degradation, which our prototype tackles as we discuss next. We note that 802.11 and 802.11af MAC operation is similar, which allows us to use commodity Wi-Fi hardware for demonstration purposes, without compromising our goals.

III. A LEARNING DRIVEN MAC PARADIGM

Undoubtedly, carrier sensing is ineffective in multi-hop topologies and especially problematic when stations operate on TV white spaces (TVWS) [6]. This mechanism is however useful to certain extent, to avoid (some) collisions when triggering transmissions. In the absence of carrier sensing, as well as of a central entity that has complete knowledge of the network topology and can coordinate the access of all stations, the question we seek to answer in this demo is: “When is the right time to transmit in multi-hop White-Fi?”

Protocol Operation: Instead of employing carrier sensing, we propose regarding the channel as divided into small slots (e.g. equal to the duration of an idle slot as defined by the 802.11 standard). Contenders observe cycles comprising a sufficient number of such slots, in order to accommodate their transmission (i.e data frame and acknowledgement) and those of their inferred neighbours. However, they need not explicitly agree on the start of their individual cycles or slots.

We note that neighbouring stations that observe different schedule lengths may periodically collide if these are not multiples of each other. To overcome this issue, a station operates with a schedule length that contains a number of multiples of each other. To illustrate this with a simple chain topology example in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1: Simple multi-hop network example with three stations. Stations 1 and 3 are within transmission range of node 2, and two-hop neighbours to each other. Channel divided in mini slots of size \( t \). The schedule observed by all contenders is \( S = 4T/t \). Individual schedules are not aligned. The set of slots chosen by each station for transmission shown with dark shade.](image)
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Performance Gains: We show that the standard DCF scheme faces hidden and exposed terminal circumstances, as it relies on carrier sensing to schedule transmissions. This results in poor overall throughput performance, unfair distribution of the individual throughputs, and substantial frame loss rates. In contrast, when stations run our learning driven approach, Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI) is $\sim 1$, the total throughput is $\sim 50\%$ higher, and frame loss is almost completely mitigated, as exemplified in Fig. 3.

We believe these experiments will demonstrate the practical feasibility of our solution and its potential to achieve efficient scheduling in multi-hop White-Fi networks.

V. Concluding Remarks

Being able to deploy an efficient decentralised medium access paradigm onto inexpensive multi-hop 802.11af devices is arguably key to providing connectivity to underdeveloped regions. In this demo we showcase a proof-of-concept implementation of a learning driven scheme on off-the-shelf wireless hardware, that enables stations to learn independently appropriate transmit opportunities. Our solution does not require explicit synchronisation, converges quickly to pseudo-scheduled operation, and substantially outperforms the MAC protocol defined by the 802.11 standard.
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